failure (1 ). Glyoxylate, an EG metabolite, positively interferes with the lactate oxidase direct-amperometry method (Radiometer) (2 ) but not with the lactate oxidase colorimetry method (Siemens). A "lactate gap" may help identify EG poisoning in the absence of EG results (3, 4 ).
News & Views
Unnatural Dilemma: Synthetic Biology, DNA, and Diagnostics Alexander Carterson * If Dr. Frankenstein were alive, he surely would be proud of those scientists trying to create "Frankenstein DNA" with unnatural bases to help understand the fundamentals of DNA. A recent news feature in Nature has outlined their attempts (1 ) . The article opens with a comment by Steven Benner on the structure of DNA, "The first thing you realize is that it is a stupid design." That is a powerful statement about a molecule that has survived billions of years of self-propagating, mutating all along in creating the vast diversity of life on Earth. He may be right. DNA doesn't look like it's up to the challenge: a negatively charged backbone (potentially making the strands separate) and bases with hydrogen bonds (weak and not very sturdy). In their quest to create artificial bases and a backbone to "alter" DNA and "push the limits" of biological chemistry, however, scientists working in this area have been thwarted at almost every turn.
The synthesis of artificial DNA is part novelty and part practicality. Researchers hope that in creating artificial DNA they can understand the requirements and constraints that DNA underwent evolutionarily, as well as achieving practical goals. Researchers first tried tinkering with the backbone of DNA. Benner's team discovered that the negative charges that line the sugar backbone were more important than they had initially realized. In replacing them, they found that any strand longer than a dozen bases would spontaneously fold upon itself. They then turned their attention to the bases themselves, a tack that proved more fruitful. Two new base pairs were developed and were named "iso-C" and "iso-G." These new bases are recognized by polymerase enzymes and ribosomes; however, the hydrogen bonds tended to move around. This movement led to mismatch pairing, with iso-G morphing into a different form and becoming paired with T instead of its intended partner, iso-C. Eric Kool tried to solve the problem by creating bases with a "fixed" hydrogen-bonding arrangement. This approach also proved problematic, because elements that were used to replace oxygen were found to be inferior partners in hydrogen bonding. That had the consequence of turning the molecule from hydrophilic to hydrophobic, which helped to stabilize the helix but failed the replication process. Floyd Romesberg sifted through about 3600 potential molecules to find that 60 bases could be paired and efficiently and accurately copied. Two of these bases, named "MMO2" and "SICS," fulfilled the 2 contradictory requirements: The base had to be hydrophobic enough for enzymes to insert the base, yet it had to accept hydrogen bonds for the enzymes to continue copying.
As the new bases were copied, they were often replaced or mismatched, leading to a high error rate. Not something that is acceptable for a molecule the main function of which is to store and preserve information for future generations. Therefore, Ichiro Hirao and his team set out to try to reduce the mispairings of artificial bases by designing shapes that fit awkwardly with natural bases. The addition of negatively charged or electron-rich chemical groups helped the artificial bases repel the natural bases' corresponding parts. These bases could be copied with 99.77%-99.92% fidelity per replication. Benner and his colleagues further augmented the bases to achieve a fidelity of 99.8%, and Romesberg's team has recently achieved levels of 99.66%-99.99%. Although progress is being made, these fidelity levels are still not as good as those of natural DNA. Increasing the fidelity may require reengineering the actual polymerase enzyme. Philipp Holliger and his team have tried to do just this feat and have created "XNA"-DNA with alternative ring structures. They then generated billions of mutants of polymerase test enzymes that had the ability to transform DNA into XNA. Pushing still further, Philippe Marliere and colleagues took the idea out of the test tube and replaced the T bases in a strain of Escherichia coli with chlorouracil (uracil with hydrogen swapped with a chlorine). They automated a system to force the bacteria to use the unnatural base. After 5 months, the strain had replaced 90% of its thymine and was incapable of survival without the addition of chlorouracil.
While researchers are unraveling the constraints and mysteries of DNA, one big roadblock is still ahead: recombination. Romesberg says, however, that tinkering with recombination is "close to impossible," owing to the large number of components that have been adapted to natural bases. That doesn't mean that there is no use for artificial bases. Several companies are exploring their use in monitoring viral infections, early detection of HIV, catalyzing reactions, and drug therapies. 
